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NON-CONVENTIONAL THERAPIES

FEATURED

COUNCIL EXPANDS ACCESS TO
LOWER RISK THERAPIES

Seeing more wildlife?

In its policy work at the June meeting, the College Council approved a
position statement on the use of non-conventional therapies in the practice
of veterinary medicine.
Position statements are unique among
the College’s policy documents as they
enable Council to take a position on
a topic that often has polarizing views
within the public and the profession.
Council has been reviewing research in
this area for several months. The public
is increasingly seeking new forms of
treatment and care for their animals
and they have become accustomed to
having choice and access in selecting a
provider for lower risk therapies. Further,
veterinarians have increased the use
of non-conventional therapies, often in
conjunction with conventional veterinary
medicine.
The College’s previous position, which
was established in 2009, looked at

complementary and alternative therapies
and indicated that these therapies must
be part of veterinary medicine. For lowerrisk therapies, this is not particularly valid
when thinking of public protection based
on risk.
This position balances access to care,
consumer choice, and accountability.
The new position statement
acknowledges that veterinary medicine
often includes the use of both
conventional veterinary medicine and
non-conventional therapies. The position
also emphasizes the importance of
collaboration between veterinary and
non-veterinary providers to ensure
the treatment is supported by sound
diagnostics.
The College is also developing resources
to help educate the public to seek the
safe and accountable options for their
animals when they are accessing lowerrisk therapies.
The position statement is posted on the
College website.

Position Statement - Use of
Non-Conventional Therapies in the
Practice of Veterinary Medicine

With people enjoying more time outdoors,
veterinarians may have noticed an
increasing number of injured wildlife
being brought into their clinics. Earlier this
year, the College Council finalized a policy
statement which provides guidance on the
provision of veterinary services to wildlife.
A poster has been prepared to help you
understand your responsibilities – and
subsequently communicate your role to
the public – to ensure wildlife are properly
managed and receive care when needed.
The policy statement is available on the
College website. The College’s Practice
Advisory Service is also available to assist
you with any questions you may have.
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COUNCIL NEWS

COLLEGE TO RELOCATE ITS GUELPH OFFICE IN 2022
The Council of the College of
Veterinarians of Ontario is pleased
to announce the College office will
be relocating in 2022.
“The College values its history in the
building at 2106 Gordon Street and has
enjoyed almost 30 years at this location.
However, the College has evolved to
a point where the current facility on
Gordon Street in Guelph is no longer
meeting the needs of the organization,”
said College President Dr. Tyrrel de
Langley.
Following extensive discussion and
review of options, Council has decided
to sell the College’s current building and
lease office space for the College in the
Hanlon Creek Business Park. The new
office, which will begin construction later
this year, will be conveniently located in
the south-end of Guelph.
“Our Council undertook extensive
review of all options from renovating the

existing building to selling that building
and leasing. Leasing emerged as the
best option to respond to the College’s
current and future needs,” said Dr. de
Langley. “The College Council is always
attentive to our budget and managing
our resources responsibly - this decision
reflects that.”
Moving to the business park provides
the College with a more practical location
that is more accessible for staff, the
profession and the public. As well, the
new building supports the College’s
commitment to energy efficiency and
conducting our activities in an ecofriendly manner.
“The College’s current building has
become increasingly challenging, and
costly, to maintain and is unable to
effectively and safely accommodate
staff or College activities,” said Dr. de
Langley. “Further the area around 2106
Gordon Street is slated for high density
commercial and residential development

which isn’t a great fit for us in the
longterm. Our Council looks forward to
the College’s move to the new building in
2022.”
Please be advised the College office at
2106 Gordon Street in Guelph remains
closed to the public due to the pandemic.
College staff are working remotely and
are available to respond to your inquiries.
The College will make an announcement
when its office is open to the public
again.

College office at 2106 Gordon St., Guelph

CONSULTATION COMING SOON ON TELEMEDICINE
At its June meeting, College Council
reviewed its professional practice
standard on telemedicine.
Telemedicine has been used extensively
to support the public’s access to
veterinary medicine throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic. In March 2020,
the College relaxed its rules enabling
veterinarians to prescribe noncontrolled drugs and substances within
a veterinarian-client-patient relationship
but without an in-person examination.
Also, given the international environment
of telemedicine, jurisdiction is an
important consideration. A veterinarian
licensed in Ontario remains accountable
to the College, which maintains
jurisdiction over its licensed members
regardless of where or how they are
practising. The College also recognizes
that circumstances will arise where a
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veterinarian who is not licensed or living
in Ontario chooses to offer veterinary
services via telemedicine to an Ontario
animal. The College expects that a
veterinarian who is not licensed in
Ontario will comply with the licensing
requirements and standard of care in the
jurisdiction in which they hold licensure. If
the College becomes aware of concerns
about a non-member providing care via
telemedicine to an Ontario animal, the
College may share that information with
the relevant regulatory authority.
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Further, Council looked at its standard
on prescribing a drug in connection with
its telemedicine standard. Following
discussion, Council approved changes
for public consultation which would
permit a veterinarian to obtain recent
and sufficient knowledge of an animal
through a virtual examination in order
to prescribe a non-controlled drug to
a new patient or for a new condition
with an existing patient where there is
an immediate, short-term need under
certain conditions, as laid out in the
standard on prescribing. It is important to
note that the additional requirement to
be readily available in-person to manage
any adverse reactions to a drug, when
prescribing a drug, has not been altered.
The College Council looks forward to
your feedback on the revised drafts. This
consultation will open later this summer.

COUNCIL NEWS

STAY IN TOUCH
WITH COUNCIL

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

The College Council is continuing to
conduct its meetings virtually through
videoconference. Council meetings
are open to the public and you are
welcome to watch proceedings through a
livestream. Contact the College prior to a
meeting to obtain the livestream link.

A veterinarian is expected to act
in a trustworthy manner by being
competent, honest, and reliable. When
a veterinarian’s decision-making is
influenced by personal interests, the
profession’s reputation could be at risk.

Following each meeting, Council
President, Dr. Tyrrel de Langley,
summarizes meeting highlights in a video
that is shared on the Council meetings
and highlights page. A written summary
is also available and minutes are posted
once they have been approved by
Council.
The College also shares replays from key
policy discussions. Video replays are now
available for the following discussions
from the June meeting:
–

Telemedicine

–

Use of Non-Conventional Therapies
in Veterinary Medicine

STANDARD, GUIDE NOW AVAILABLE

Conflicts of interest will arise. A conflict
of interest does not mean a veterinarian
acted inappropriately. They can arise
out of circumstances outside of a
veterinarian’s control. However, it is
important for a veterinarian to avoid
conflicts of interest if possible, and
to identify when they are in a real or
potential conflict of interest.
Earlier this year, Council approved
a professional practice standard on
conflicts of interest. The standard and an
accompanying guide were developed to
help provide clarity for the public and the
profession on the regulatory provisions in
this important area. The guide provides
more than 20 questions and answers to
assist veterinarians in avoiding conflicts
of interest. Here is a sample:
How can a veterinarian identify a real or
perceived conflict of interest?
Careers are dynamic in nature.
Jobs and services evolve over time.
Client caseloads are not static. Every
professional needs to continually
consider circumstances that may unduly
influence or cloud their decision-making.

A veterinarian should regularly consider
the nature of their relationships with
persons and/or organizations, and
how these may influence, or not, their
professional judgment.
One approach is to ask oneself the
question “would a reasonable person,
aware of the circumstances, consider
my relationship with the person(s) and/
or organization(s) involved to have the
ability to affect my professional judgment
related to animal care?”
If the answer is “yes” or “maybe” then the
veterinarian should treat the situation as
a conflict of interest.

Check out the standard and the
guide for further details!
Professional Practice Standard Conflicts of Interest
Guide to the Professional Practice
Standard - Conflicts of Interest

CVMA PRESENTS OPTIONS TO PENTOBARBITAL SUPPLY
This spring, the College informed
veterinarians about a pending global
shortage of pentobarbital sodium, the
active ingredient used in most euthanasia
products for animals, that is expected to
impact the existing Canadian supply in
from late this year until mid-2022.
Health Canada, the Canadian Animal
Health Institute and the Canadian
Veterinary Medical Association are

working together with manufacturers,
importers and distributors to help
minimize the impact of the shortage.
The College reminds veterinarians that
when a veterinarian is experiencing a
temporary supply shortage of a drug,
they may contact another veterinarian
about purchasing the drug if they have
some available. As per the Professional
Practice Standard: Dispensing a Drug and

Ontario Regulation 1093, a veterinarian
may sell a drug to another member
or a licensed Ontario pharmacist in
reasonably limited quantities for resale
if the other member or the pharmacist
is experiencing a temporary shortage of
the drug.
Click here to review the bulletin that has
been circulated to Ontario veterinarians.
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COUNCIL ELECTION

NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN IN FOUR
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
Nominations are now open for the 2021 Council election!
Nominations are currently being
accepted from the following electoral
districts:
–

Electoral District #2 - includes
licensed members in Brant, Elgin,
Haldimand and Norfolk, Niagara,
Hamilton

–

Electoral District #7 – includes
licensed members in Haliburton,
Algoma, Cochrane, Kenora,
Manitoulin, Nipissing, Parry Sound,
Rainy River, Sudbury, Temiskaming,
Thunder Bay, Muskoka

–

–

Electoral District #8 - includes
licensed members in Stormont,
Dundas, Glengarry, Leeds, Grenville,
Prescott, Russell, Frontenac, Lanark,
Lennox Addington, Renfrew, Ottawa
Electoral District #10 – includes
licensed members in Toronto and
York

Licensed members who live or work in
one of the above electoral districts, and
specified that electoral district for their
voting preference, are eligible to seek
election, to nominate a candidate and
also to vote in the election.

who seek election to Council. Council
members will be elected for a three-year
term. Further details about the 2021
election are available on the College
website. Please consider running for
election or nominating a colleague as a
candidate!

Understanding the College
Commitment
The College is committed to helping
candidates understand clearly what
is involved with serving on Council.
“Understanding the College Commitment”
is a video series which explains in detail
the College mandate and the role and
responsibilities for Council members.
Council nominees are asked to watch the
videos as part of the nomination process.
There is an introductory overview to
“Understanding the College Commitment”
which will provide you with an overview
of the election process as well as help
you to understand your opportunity for
contribution.

Serving on Council is an opportunity
to play a leadership role in veterinary
regulation. The success of regulation is
a result of the contributions of those

Election 2021 key dates:
July 7 - call for nominations opens
August 20 - deadline for nominations
September 21 - ballots sent out
October 5 - election day

POLICY STATEMENT

FACILITY
DIRECTOR’S
ACCREDITATION
ROLE CLARIFIED
At its June meeting, College Council
approved a policy statment which
clarifies the role and expectations
for the facility director.
The facility director is accountable for
ensuring that veterinary facilities are
operated in accordance with the facility
standards established by the College
Council. However, this role and its
obligations and responsibilities had not
been clearly defined by the College and,
the role was not well understood by
veterinarians.
The new policy statement has been
developed to assist veterinarians
in understanding the definition of
the facility director and its role and
responsibilities.
The College Council is concerned by
the substantial number of deficiencies
identified during inspections. The facility
director is responsible for ensuring a
facility is operating in accordance with
the Veterinarians Act, its Regulations, and
facility standards.
The policy document will be posted on
the College website this summer.

HOMEWOOD HEALTH PROGRAM
Confidential Ontario Toll-free Line:
1-866-750-3207
The Homewood Health Program is a free, confidential service to support
the health, well-being and resilience of veterinarians.
Stay Well - Your health is important to your competence.
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QUALITY PRACTICE

NEW RESOURCES RECENTLY ADDED TO THE HUB
The College launched the Ethics Resource
Hub earlier this year. The Hub contains
a collection of online resources from
various valid sources which are focused
on ethical decision-making.

Tools & Frameworks

This section includes several options of
decision-making tools and frameworks
to provide guidance in working through
ethical dilemmas.

Library

The library contains a selection of helpful
articles to expand your understanding

of ethics in veterinary practice. Some
articles are available for free and other
require payment or a subscription.

Ethics E-Learning Module

Discussions

The E-Learning Module will assist you
in determining the most appropriate
ethical action in situations of uncertainty.
The module includes information on
professional ethics; the Code of Ethics;
and a model for ethical decision-making.

Case Scenarios

Check in to the Hub frequently as new
resources are added regularly!

Recordings from discussion sessions
which provide insight on working through
ethical dilemmas.
Various case scenarios exploring ethical
dilemmas including altering medical
records, antimicrobial stewardship, and
conflict of interest.

Ethics Resource Hub
www.cvo.org/hub

Are you ready to enhance your practice?
Looking for reassurance that your practice is at the
level of your fellow practitioners?
Are you a solo practitioner who is craving dialogue with
a peer?
New to the profession and seeking feedback on your
continuing professional development plan?

If so, then the Peer Advisory Conversation is for you!
Watch your inbox - registration opens soon!
COLLEGE STAFF

Registrar’s Office
Jan Robinson, Registrar & CEO
Anita Lovrich,
Executive Partner, Policy
Sarah Kirby, Policy & Projects
Specialist

Sarah Ellery,
Records & Risk Officer

Rose Robinson, Principal,
Investigations & Hearings

Dr. Colette Larocque, Practice
Advisor

Ashley Coles,
Business Intelligence Analyst

Martin Fischer,
Investigations & Inspections
Specialist

Dr. Susan Sabatini, Practice
Advisor

Louise Brown,
Administrative Support, Corporate
Services

Licensure

Kim Huson,
Executive Partner, Communications

Shilo Tooze,
Associate Registrar, Licensure

Krithika Jeyaraman,
Community Engagement
Coordinator

Lindsay Sproule, Principal,
Licensure & Professional
Corporations

Corporate Services

Sarah Adams, Associate,
Licensure & Professional
Corporations

Beth Ready, Executive Partner,
Corporate Services

Cindy Rose, Associate,
Investigations & Hearings
Phillip Evanitski, Associate,
Investigations
Gabriella Klosak, (on leave)
Associate,
Licensure & Investigations

Emily Ewles, Principal,
Quality Assurance & Improvement
Aneeta Bharij,
Principal, Accreditation
Cindy Tang, Associate,
Quality Practice
Accreditation Inspectors:
Wilf Muller

Quality Practice

Adrian Darmon

Dr. Kim Lambert,

Dr. Danielle Jongkind

Associate Registrar, Quality
Practice

Dr. John Swatman
Dr. Wendy Wideman
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LEARNING IN PRACTICE

Members of the veterinary profession have a responsibility to uphold standards to ensure the public has access to
safe, quality veterinary care. When those standards are compromised, the College responds. Every veterinarian can
learn from these situations and publishing the details of complaints received and resolved is intended to support
that learning. Learning from peers is best. The example below is taken from an actual case that went before the
Complaints Committee and is offered as a self-reflection tool to improve practice across the province

UNDERTAKING AIMS TO ADDRESS ABUSIVE BEHAVIOUR
CASE SUMMARY
The member behaved in an
unprofessional and inappropriate
manner towards an auxiliary staff
member at the hospital where they
were both employed. The member used
vulgar language towards the auxiliary in
response to her attempts to establish his
availability to provide services to a client.

CASE OUTCOMES
The Complaints Committee panel
decided that, although serious, the
allegations made against the member did
not warrant a discipline hearing in the
circumstances and therefore, directed
that this matter not be referred to the
Discipline Committee.
The panel decided remedial action was
required to address concerns about
the member’s failure to behave in an
appropriate and professional manner
towards an auxiliary staff member,
his abuse of authoritative power and
apparent lack of remorse for his actions.
The member agreed to enter into
a Mutual Acknowledgement and
Undertaking with the College. The
member undertook to complete the
PROBE (Professional Problem-Based
Ethics) Program, which addresses
ethical behaviour in professional
practice. As part of the Undertaking, the
member received oral advice about his
responsibility as a veterinarian to act
in a professional manner at all times.
This includes being respectful and
considerate to auxiliary staff even when
faced with challenging situations.
Abusive behaviour on the part of
veterinarians is not tolerated and brings
disrepute not only to the individual
veterinarian but to the profession
as a whole. As health professionals,
veterinarians are held to a higher
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standard and are expected to behave in
a manner that reflects the integrity of the
profession.

CASE CONSIDERATIONS
In considering the member’s behaviour
towards an auxiliary staff member,
the panel considered the member’s
explanation. The member said he was
the only veterinarian at the hospital on
a busy day and he was busy reporting
bloodwork, attending scheduled
appointments and refilling medications.
According to the member, the auxiliary
informed him a client wanted to speak to
him. The client arrived at the clinic close
to closing time and the auxiliary asked
the member to speak with the client. The
member indicated the client would have
to wait until he was done appointments.
The member indicated the auxiliary’s
response came across as sarcastic
and snarky which added to a stressful
day. The member apologized for using
profanity but was not apologetic for the
sentiment of his response.
The member indicated he had completed
an online course with the Canadian
Centre for Occupational Health and
Safety on Violence and Harassment in
the workplace. Further, the clinic now has
two veterinarians on shift for the busiest
days. The member claimed he has never
the used the profanity in the past and will
never use it again.
The panel reviewed a transcript of the
conversation between the auxiliary and
the member as recorded on the clinic
messaging system. It was evident there
was tension between the auxiliary and
the member and that both parties were
involved in assisting clients and patients
on a very busy evening.
The auxiliary claimed she was frustrated
because the member avoided talking to

College Connection Summer 2021 cvo.org

individuals who were not his clients. The
member said he was under pressure and
the auxiliary’s comment set him off as he
was trying to manage the workload and
was being distracted by her comments.
The panel took into account the
member’s regret for using profanity and
that he apologized for his word choice.
However, the member also said he was
not apologetic about the sentiment
expressed.
The member provided statements from
former and current staff who attested
they did not feel bullied or harassed
by him. The panel was not convinced
the member demonstrated sufficient
insight into how his workplace conduct
was unacceptable and unprofessional
for a veterinarian. In the panel’s opinion,
the member’s language appeared to
constitute verbal assault.
The panel acknowledged the member
was experiencing stress, however, he
managed the situation badly. It is the
member’s obligation to maintain a
professional demeanour. Using abusive
profanities is unacceptable behaviour.
The College does not tolerate abusive
behaviour from its members. The panel
decided serious action was warranted to
meet the College’s obligation to protect
the public interest. The member was
offered the opportunity of entering
into a voluntary Acknowledgement and
Undertaking with the College through
which he agreed to attend the PROBE
Program designed to address ethical
issues experienced by healthcare
professionals. The member received oral
advice from a panel of his peers about
the inappropriateness of his behaviour.
This decision will form part of the
member’s history and may be considered
by the Complaints Committee in the case
of any future complaints.

INVESTIGATIONS & HEARINGS

DISCIPLINE HEARINGS

RECENT DISCIPLINE HEARING SUMMARIES POSTED
The outcomes of discipline hearings are public information and are
intended to provide a greater understanding of the veterinary profession’s
accountability to the public.
Summaries are posted on the College website (www.cvo.org/DisciplineOrders) and findings are noted on the Public Register. Complete disciplinary
decisions are available by contacting the College. The following discipline
summaries were recently posted:

Dr. Sasha Black
As the result of an uncontested
professional misconduct hearing, the
member was suspended for two months
and required to complete remediation
activities including an assessment and
a mentorship focused on the issues
raised in the case. The findings of the
case concerned the administration
of excessive fluid, assessment and
monitoring of a patient, failure to
develop a differential diagnoses and
failure to keep proper records. As well
as the suspension, the member was
reprimanded and ordered to pay costs to
the College of $15,000.

Dr. Derek Choong
As the result of an uncontested hearing,
the member was suspended for 12
months for conduct unbecoming a
veterinarian. The member was found
to have accessed, possessed, and
made available child pornography. The
member is required to participate in a
forensic psychiatric assessment, undergo
counselling, treatment, or other course
of action recommended by the assessor,
and demonstrate that he is at low risk
of repeating the conduct at issue in
these proceedings. The member was
reprimanded and ordered to pays costs
to the College of $5,000.

Dr. Sergiy Dariy
As a result of a contested professional
misconduct hearing, the member was
suspended for four months following
multiple investigations where the

member failed to maintain the standards
in delivering dental services. In addition
to the suspension, the member is
required to complete remediation
activities including an assessment,
mentorship, medical records learning
modules, and a peer review of medical
records. The member was reprimanded
and ordered to pay costs to the College
of $80,000.

Dr. Clare Maine
As the result of an uncontested
professional misconduct hearing, the
member was suspended for eight
months and required to complete
remediation activities including an
assessment and a mentorship focused
on the issues raised in the case. The
member has also been required to
complete an ethics course. Further, a
permanent condition and limitation has
been placed on the member’s licence
requiring her practice to be monitored
by another veterinarian. The member is
also required to post a sign in the facility
indicating a licence restriction regarding
dentistry and not have dental equipment
in a facility she owns. As well, the
member was reprimanded and ordered
to pay costs to the College of $4,000.

Dr. Jonathan Mitelman
Case One: As a result of a professional
misconduct hearing involving varied
allegations related to record keeping,
record transfers, misuse of online
reviews, and failure to make donations
as promised, the member’s licence was
suspended for 12 months. Following
suspension, the member shall advise the

College and the mentor of any changes
in employment. Further, the member is
required to meet with a mentor for two
years. As well, the member is restricted
from being an owner, part-owner
or director of a veterinary clinic, not
including a mobile facility. As well, the
member was reprimanded and ordered
to pay costs to the College of $85,000.
Case Two: As a result of a contested
professional misconduct hearing, the
member was suspended for three
months and required to meet with an
anger management coach and complete
an anger management course. The case
was the result of an interaction between
the member and one of his clients which
resulted in an altercation at the client’s
home which caused injuries to both of
them. The member was also required to
complete a course on workplace ethics
and boundaries, complete a course on
privacy and pay costs to the College of
$62,400.
Read a full summary of each of these
cases at:
www.cvo.org/Discipline-Orders
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NEW PODCAST OFFERS UPDATE ON
MODERNIZATION OF LEGISLATION
College President Dr. Tyrrel de Langley
and Registrar and CEO Jan Robinson
welcomed their counterparts from
the Ontario Association of Veterinary
Technicians (OAVT) President Kirsti
Clarida and Executive Director and
Registrar Elise Wickett to a conversation
on the modernization of the Veterinarians
Act. The College’s newest podcast
provides an update on the ongoing
work to modernize the oversight of the
veterinary profession in Ontario.

Modernizing the oversight
of the veterinary profession
in Ontario
Find the College’s newest
podcast at:
www.cvo.org/podcasts

Increasingly, the College has noted
the challenges to the public and the
veterinary profession due to the
limitations of the current legislation.
The College, the OAVT and the Ontario
Veterinary Medical Association all
support amending the Veterinarians Act
as the most efficient way to modernize
the regulation of veterinary medicine in
Ontario.
As well as providing an update on the
progress of the modernizatoin of the
Veterinarians Act, the podcast explores
key elements of the proposal including
the recognition of veterinary medicine
as a system and acknowledging the skill
set of veterinary technicians within the
team. In discussing the legislative reform
initiative, the foursome discuss how the
modernization of the Veterinarians Act
may help to alleviate the current shortage
of veterinarians in Ontario.
The College and its partners continue to
work with the provincial government on
the modernization of the Veterinarians Act
to provide the profession with the best
tools possible to protect animals and the
public.
www.cvo.org/podcasts

THE COLLEGE OF
VETERINARIANS
OF ONTARIO

The College offers learning
modules to assist veterinarians
in understanding requirements
and expectations. Adapted from
the Institute for Healthcare
Communication (IHC) Veterinary
Communication Project, learning
modules are available as educational
resources for veterinarians and their
teams for improving communication
skills on a variety of topics. For
more information on the project,
visit http://healthcarecomm.org/
veterinary-communication.

This module supports veterinarians
in understanding the essential
communication tools for building
trust with clients.

Dr. Tyrrel de Langley - CVO President

Eye of the Beholder: Addressing
Difficult Client Interactions
This module supports veterinarians
in understanding factors that
contribute to conflict and using
communication tools to address
difficult client interactions.
Elephant in the Room: Money Talk
with Clients
This module supports veterinarians
in effectively communicating about
the costs of veterinary care and
financial issues with clients.

Jan Robinson - Registrar & CEO

2106 Gordon Street, Guelph, ON N1L 1G6
Phone: (519) 824-5600 | Toll-free: 1-800-424-2856
Fax: (519) 824-6497 | Toll-free fax: 1-888-662-9479
inquiries@cvo.org

Hot topics covered in
learning modules

Building Trust with Clients

College of Veterinarians of Ontario

THE COLLEGE OF
VETERINARIANS
OF ONTARIO

AVAILABLE ONLINE

For further information, review the
Guide for a suggested self-directed
learning plan to use the module
series.
www.cvo.org/learning-modules
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College Connection is the official publication
of the College of Veterinarians of Ontario,
informing members on regulatory issues,
with the expectation that members
will govern themselves accordingly.
College Connection is charged with the
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